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Financial analysis helps in ascertaining whether adequate profits are being earned on the capital invested in the
business or not. With more MNCs growing their Indian businesses, there is great potential to also learn
best-in-class systems and management skills. We have also recently launched fully built up modular kitchens
and kitchen equipments. Interactive demonstrations to engage public with the brand, such as a cooking class
can attract housewives and working women. The reduction on import duty in the year has benefited many
companies, such as Samsung, LG, and Sony. Today, these players control the major share of the consumer
durable market. The questions are both open-ended and close ended to have a free opinion from the
respondents. Installment facility is also an important consideration which cannot be ignored at all. It is defined
as the systematic use of ratio to interpret the financial statements so that strengths and weakness of a firm as
well as its historical performance and current financial condition can be determined. It is also one of the
world's largest manufacturers of electronic appliances. In this project we have undergone a detailed analysis of
Consumer Durable products with respect to IFB Home appliances by using Fundamental tools. Each cycle
delivers the exact water temperature at the exact point in the cycle that each garment type requires along with
proper spin speed. So in sample size of 40 only 20 dealers have Front loading washing machine available in
their stores and remains 20 they dont put FLT. A detail descriptive about present and past situation can be
found out by the descriptive study. The Bangalore unit, apart from Fine Blanked components, manufactures
motors for White goods as well as automotive applications. Originality or value The paper identifies and
evaluates strategies for more effective competition in the Malaysian room air conditioner market. Some
herders and challenges are plaguing the consumer durables sector: 1. Our organization is headquartered in
Kolkata, West Bengal in Eastern India - with diverse business interests. The IFB brand offers fully automatic
washing machines, Microwaves, Domestic and Industrial dishwashers, clothes dryers. Solo model 2.
Microwave ovens heat foods quickly and efficiently because excitation is fairly uniform in the outer mm of a
dense food item. This is the reason why more and more foreign brands manufacturers are venturing into trying
their luck in India. Frontload washing machine 2. Leaflets of IFB products were also distributed beside the
mobile van, to people passing by, for brand awareness and promotion. While every effort was made to get the
questionnaire filled personally, even then some elements of biasness might have crept in. Festive reason sales.
With its regular and continuous interaction with international bodies and organizations it aims to facilitate up
gradation of technical capabilities of the Indian Industry to match the best practice worldwide. Making some
of the choicest appliances and other electronic gadgets in the world, IFB specializes chiefly in the manufacture
of advanced home appliances. On comparing our drums with other brands in the market, you will see that the
other drums have tiny holes. We are a high end brand associated with quality and robustness of product
coupled with a service network that is one of Indias largest we reach an estimated plus towns across India. The
bulk of these investments have been made by Indian companies, which have expanded their manufacturing
capacities. It's a unique initiative where you could compete with upcoming home chefs who are keen to
change things forever in the kitchen with a microwave. Samsung India Samsung India is eyeing a bigger share
of the home appliances market ,particularly the microwave segment. Ratio analysis is predominately used by
proponents of fundamental analysis Ratio analysis is a method of analyzing data to determine the overall
financial strength of a business. The consumer durables industry has always exhibited impressive growth
despite strong competition and constant price cutting, and the first contraction since the dot-com bust has been
due to the global recession. Note that we cannot conclusively ascertain answers to WHY using descriptive
studies 1 Cross-sectional 2 Longitudinal Sampling Techniques Convenience sampling Technique:-
Convenience sampling is used in exploratory research where the researcher is interested in getting an
inexpensive approximation of the truth. Recommendation, Suggestion and Conclusion We find conclusion
from this survey but with conclusion we have added some suggestion regarding front loading washing
machine market of IFB in Surat zone.


